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Introduction
Since Theragenics Corporation (Buford, GA) introduced 

their I-125 seed model AgX100 in 2010, several studies have 
been published either from experimental measurement or from 
theoretical calculation like Monte Carlo [1-5]. Polynomial functions 
and gradient-based optimization algorithm are usually used in 
searching the coefficients of its radial dose function [6]. In this study, 
a global optimization method-Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) - 
was used to determine these coefficients. PSO was first proposed by 
Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 and is a computer simulation of the 
social behavior of bird flocking, fish schooling and swarming theory 
[7]. According to this theory, individual member in the school have 
more chances to get food or avoid predators through information 
sharing among all other members in the school. 

This social sharing of information is much more important than 
individual competition for food whenever the resource is scarce 
and unpredictably distributed in a large space. PSO is related to 
evolution computation, and especially to genetic algorithm and 
evolutionary programming. However, compared with the later two 
algorithms, PSO is much simpler and computationally less expen-
sive [8-11]. Furthermore, like the other two methods, PSO does not 
require gradient calculation, so it can be used to solve problems 
involving non-differentiable functions as is required by tradition-
al optimization methods. Many PSO variants have been published 
to improve the algorithm [12-15]. Some variants were used in ra-
diotherapy treatment planning [14,15]. Li et al. 14 adopted PSO to 
automatically select beam angles by treating each beam configura-
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ARTICLE INFO Abstract

Purpose: To determine the coefficients of bi- and tri-exponential functions for the 
best fit of radial dose functions of the iodine brachytherapy source: 125I I-Seed AgX100.

Methods and Materials: The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method was used 
to search for the coefficients of the bi- and tri-exponential functions that yield the best 
fit to data published for a few selected radial distances from the source. The coefficients 
were encoded into particles, and these particles ‘fly’ through the searching space in 
optimization by following their local and global best-known positions. In each generation, 
particles were evaluated through their fitness function and their positions were changed 
through their velocities. This procedure was repeated until the convergence criterion 
was met or the maximum generation was reached. All best particles were found in less 
than 1,500 generations.

Results: For the 125I I-seed AgX100 considered as a point source, the maximum 
deviation from the published data is less than 2.9% for bi-exponential fitting function 
and 0.2% for tri-exponential fitting function. For its line source, the maximum deviation 
is less than 1.1% for bi-exponential fitting function and 0.08% for tri-exponential fitting 
function.

Conclusion: PSO is a powerful method in searching coefficients for bi-exponential 
and tri-exponential fitting functions. The bi- and tri-exponential models of 125I I-seed 
AgX100 point and line sources obtained with PSO optimization provide accurate 
analytical forms of the radial dose function. The tri-exponential fitting function is more 
accurate than the bi-exponential function. 
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tion as a particle (possible candidate) and the beam intensity maps 
were optimized by a traditional conjugate gradient algorithm [16]. 

The particles were evaluated by using a physical objective 
function and evolved through cooperation and competition among 
themselves with time (generations). It shows PSO-based algorithm 
outperformed or at-least comparable to the genetic-algorithm in 
computation and robustness. A multi-objective PSO was also used 
to optimize beamlet intensities in the intensity-modulated treat-
ment inversing planning [15]. Their preliminary work shows PSO 
has a very good convergence speed in the optimization procedure. 
In the current study, we applied PSO to determine the coefficients 
of bi- and tri-exponential functions to obtain an analytic expres-
sion for the radial dose functions of a radioactive seed: 125I I-seed 
AgX100 source. 

Method and Materials
Bi- and tri-exponential fitting functions for the radial dose 

function )(rg  can be expressed as16
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where ic and iµ are the coefficients to be determined and r is 
the radial distance. The fitting coefficients in Eq. (1) were encoded 
into a particle which is defined as: 
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 where M is the total number of the particle population and t is 
the generation index. The particle positions of the first generation 
are randomly selected and uniformly located in the searching space. 
In the following generations, each particle is updated through two 
‘best’ values. The first value is the best position the particle has 
achieved so far – it is called ‘local’ best value:
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where
t

kLP is the best position of Particle k until iteration t. And 
the second-best value is the best solution achieved by any particle 
in the population – which is called ‘global’ best value:

                   1 , , 1 , 2... ; ...t gbest gbest gbest gbest
N N NGP c c µ µ+=< >                 (4)

 where tGP is the best position of any particle until iteration t. 
The varying velocity for any particle position can be expressed as:
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and it can be updated through the above two ‘best-so-far’ 
values:

1
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where tω is the inertia weight which controls the amount of 

recurrence in the particle’s velocity? tω is a linear variable defined 
as:
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where
0ω is the initial inertia weight and was set to 0.9 in the 

current study. The ‘Max_iterations’ is the maximum number of 
iterations used to terminate the searching procedure. 1η and 2η in 

Equation (6) are the learning factors and 1γ and 2γ are random 
variables between 0 and 1. The new particle position can be 
updated as:

                                         
1 1t t t
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Figure 1 shows the concept of particle position updating pro-
cedure in the two dimensions. A fitness function is used to evaluate 
the ‘goodness’ of each particle. In our fitting process, the same fit-
ness function was used as in our previous study14.

Figure 1: Concept of particle position updating.
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whereα is a weighting factor to balance the maximum differ-
ence (the first item on the right side) and the average difference 
(the second item). The value of α was set to 0.3 as before. In the 

above equation, j  is the index number of radial distances rj . D is 

the total number of tabulated datum points for the source and jy is 
the expected data.

The particles are continually being updated through Eq. (6) to 
Eq. (8) until convergence (less than 10-6) or the maximum number 
of generations (1,500) is reached. A more detailed description of 
the PSO algorithm can be found elsewhere [7-9]. 

Results 
There are 21 tabulated radial distances for 125I I-seed AgX100 

point source or line source 2. The population of particles was set to 
50, and the maximum velocity was set to 100 for bi-exponential or 
tri- exponential fitting. The maximum ranges for these coefficients 

were set between -100 and 100. The learning factors ( 1η  and 2η ) 
were set to 2. After 1,500 generations, the best coefficients were 
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determined. Table 1 shows the coefficients of bi- and tri-exponential fitting functions. 

Table 1: Coefficients for the bi- and tri-exponential fitting functions of 125I I-seed AgX100 bracytherapy source.

              Sources

                  

 Fitting Functions

Point Source

321

321

,,
,,

µµµ
ccc

  Line Source

321

321

,,
,,

µµµ
ccc

    Bi-exponential
-0.99264, 1.30963,     n/a

5.00523,   0.25135,    n/a

1.43705, -0.37539,n/a

0.27723, 1.56783, n/a

  Tri-exponential
-0.60701, 1.66588, -1.08605

0.95505, 0.30186, 9.60474

1.72864, -0.17681,-0.60587

0.30737, 12.53070,0.80412

   Figures 2 & 3 show the comparison between the measured data and the two fitting functions for the point source (Figure 2) and line 
source (Figure 3). 

Figure 2: Comparison of bi- and tri-exponential fitting values with the measured data for the 125I I-seed AgX100 point source.

Figure 3: A comparison bi- and tri-exponential fitting values with the measured data for the 125I I-seed AgX100 line source.
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 For 125I I-seed AgX100 point source, the maximum deviation is 
less than 2.9% for bi-exponential fit and 0.2% for tri-exponential 
fit. For the line source, the maximum deviation is less than 1.1% for 
bi-exponential fit and 0.08% for tri-exponential fit.

Conclusion
PSO is a powerful optimization tool for finding the best fitting 

coefficients for bi- and tri-exponential fitting functions of the 125I 
I-seed AgX100 brachytherapy seeds. The bi- and tri-exponential 
models of line and point sources obtained with PSO optimization 
provide accurate analytical forms of the radial dose function. The tri-
exponential fitting function agrees much better with the published 
data than the bi-exponential one. Compared to tedious table entries 
to characterize a seed, the entry of a relatively small number of 
fitting coefficients would greatly simplify the commissioning of 
treatment planning systems. Analytic fitting functions would also be 
beneficial in the development of institution-made quality-assurance 
software tools for independent verification of doses provided by 
commercial treatment planning systems. The close agreement with 
measured point dose suggests that the fitting functions may yield 
more accurate doses between points of measurement than straight 
linear interpolation.
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